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Site goals : design
The site amplifies the positive impact of the 
work done by a dynamic group of researchers 
conducting high-quality studies by serving as a 
resource for policymakers and the media to 
direct policy change. 
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Content:

Design: The user-friendly design has succinct, 
easy-to-find information with a professional yet 
approachable aesthetic.



Design updates
Navigation
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Always show users where they are within a site.

Show focus indicators. 
Focus states aid in tabbed 
navigation and accessibility. 
A keyboard user would 
currently be unable to easily 
navigate the site. 
Accessibility requirement: 
a site is fully navigable by 
keyboard.

Navigation Improvements

Show active menu trails. 
This enhances a user’s 
understanding of where 
they are within the primary 
navigation. For example, if 
they are on the Meet the 
Team page, that menu item 
has unique styling to indicate 
that it’s the active page.  

Give context to where a 
user was taken. Clearly mark 
pathways so visitors retain a 
sense of place. For example, 
when clicking on the label to a 
publication summary, the 
user would then see a page 
with text describing that it is a 
list of related articles.

1 2 3
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Avoid opening 
pages in new tabs.

Navigation Improvements
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● Increases clutter in the user’s browser

● Negates the utility of the back button

● Creates accessibility challenges for 
vision-impaired users

● Makes it difficult to manage on mobile devices

Instead, clearly mark external links with an icon to 
indicate that users are being taken off site and keep 
them in one space. 

Opening pages in new tabs:
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Show the 
whole menu.

Navigation Improvements
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With only seven main pages (the current five plus the 
pending Open Access & Donations Database pages), this 
navigation would benefit from removing nested 
categories and dropdowns. Showing the menu in full 
removes any question about available content 
categories for visitors while freeing your site from the 
accessibility implications and interaction decisions 
needed to make dropdown menus optimal (bonus!).

*Home can be removed from the chain, as users will know 
the logo links back to the homepage. 
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Optimize 
your footer.

Navigation Improvements
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Users intentionally scroll to the footer to find 
certain items like contact information and social 
links. It is also an opportunity to show secondary task 
links or items that might not be pivotal to the main user 
flow but are often needed. Keep footer links exposed 
at all sizes and don’t collapse the links into a hidden 
menu on mobile.
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Provide cues and 
feedback for user 
interaction.

Navigation improvements
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Add hover/focus states for all links. Style headline links 
differently from non-links so visitors can quickly identify 
all potential paths to navigate the site.

Show users what they can interact with 
and provide information when they do.

Links

Not links

Add a count to the search returns so users know the 
results of their input.
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Other visual 
updates:

Navigation Improvements
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Balance the logo and the menu button into a 
smaller space and on one line for small screens. 

Have the mobile menu take over the screen so 
the user can’t accidentally scroll down without 
closing or tapping/clicking out of the menu area.

Note: There are some bugs with menu icons not 
switching states from open to close when 
appropriate. There are also icons missing from 
the menu on certain pages. 

Give filters a unique design so 
they aren’t confused with the 
primary navigation.

Make colors accessible.



Design updates
Hierarchy & legibility
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Use headings for 
structure, not styling.

Hierarchy and legibility
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Unique and descriptive headings help users 
scan information. They must follow a logical 
order (H1 to H6) to fulfill accessibility 
requirements.

H4

H2
H4

Most pages should have one H1 (even if not visible). Along 
with helping to understand a page’s hierarchy, following the 
order of 1 through 6 will better inform those using screen 
readers of the content and help with the site’s SEO.
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Make longform 
content readable. 

Hierarchy and legibility
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Use larger type sizes and keep line 
lengths short. Add variations in type 
size and color to create a hierarchy.

The line length on publication content is 150 characters. 
The suggested limit is between 45-75. The current font 
size of 16 for the body, but would be even better at 18.

Unique CTAs are more compelling than generic ones. 
Inject some fun into the button design.

Reduce the label size so it isn’t the focus.

Bring attention to the headline by boosting its size. On small 
screens, have the headline retain its “largest size status.”

Drop the font weight of the authors down and 
use a lighter shade than the section headers.

Create section header styles to break publications into 
easily identifiable, repeatable structures, and/or 
remove understood headings.

**Opportunity to increase value by    
    adding links to related publications.
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Don’t center text 
(in most cases).

Hierarchy and legibility
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Centered text is difficult to read. 
For longer text that will span over 
multiple lines, left-align content for 
increased readability.

Left align the bios for the interns, correct alignment 
issues, and position portraits to maintain focus on 
the people. 

Left-aligning Card 
headlines will alleviate 
zig-zagging when trying 
to read related content. 

Ensure that headlines 
have breathing room 
with the text and that 
cards look great in all 
sizes. Remove read 
more links and add a 
small animation with a 
focus/hover effect to 
the headline. Consider 
treating the whole card 
as a link.
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Establish hierarchy 
and groupings in lists.

Hierarchy and legibility
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Putting related content in close proximity 
establishes relationships, as does visually 
separating different groups of content.

The source and headline have the same weight. What should 
be the emphasis?

Add quick summaries to the articles so visitors will know 
what they are about to read and why they should follow 
the link.

The year could be removed from the individual listings 
since they are grouped under year headings.

Light dividing lines 
would help visually 
separate content.

Keep related content 
close to each other so a 
relationship is established.
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Establish hierarchy 
and groupings in lists.

Hierarchy and legibility
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Author line changes depending on where/how the 
list is populated. Consider using the “author | date” 
format seen on the label results page, or removing 
the authors from the list view. 

The author field  is clickable and brings the user to a 0 
results search page. If this is not a navigation element 
using taxonomy, remove the link.

Main publication list.

Publication list on label results page.

The content labels are the main attention-grabbers.

The only 
responsive 
element within 
the list is the 
headline, which 
gets smaller.

Add light dividers and space between the results.

Have a uniform style for 
search forms, remove recent 
comments, and add an H1 to 
tell users that this collection is 
for publications with tags 
related to X.

Page headers 
break on small, 
commonly used 
screen sizes.



Design updates
Accessibility: color
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Make accessibility 
for all users a 
top priority.

Color Accessibility 
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Sufficient color contrast and appropriate color 
pairings ensure usability across audiences. 
Standardize colors and test for contrast.

The blues used for links and menu icons don’t have enough 
contrast on white. The hover color and background of menu 
items lack sufficient contrast with each other.

Menu Icons Blue: #7ebec5

Body Links Blue: #2ea3f2

Mission Link Blue: #0099d6
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Colors to update:

Color Accessibility 
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Search Orange: #f58e35

Social Media Orange: #e87e26

Food Environment Yellow: #ffca05

Body Inclusivity Seafoam: #cae5ca

Food Policy Red: #f04e3c

Racially Targeted Marketing Red: #ee2c24

The search button and many of the 
publication category label colors also don’t 
have sufficient contrast with white.

(These colors are very similar & could pass on larger sizes.) 

Search Bug: One-word search terms will return 
repeated results, listing the same article 3-10 times 
in a row.
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Colors to update:

Color Accessibility 
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The newsletter block button doesn’t have enough 
contrast with the background color. The help text inside 
the input field doesn’t have enough contrast with the 
background color. 

The input field cuts off text the text at smaller sizes. 
Shorten prompt text to only what is needed to help the 
user complete the task, such as “Your email address.” 



Design updates
Logo
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Connect the logo to the 
spirit of the mission.

Logo
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There is room for improvement with the logo.

Have various versions of the logo available for different 
spaces. Imagine it displayed on a billboard and a small 
mobile site header.

● A typeface that exudes caring professionalism and 
scientific intellect.

● A graphic that embodies the organization’s 
purpose, or no graphic. 

Changes to consider:



Thank you!


